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Science for a wilder Anthropocene: Synthesis and future directions for trophic rewinding research
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Human impacts are so pervasive that a new geological epoch has been proposed: the Anthropocene (1). The effects on ecosystems and biodiversity are one of the biggest challenges facing modern society. Large-bodied animals are particularly affected, with massive prehistoric extinctions (2–4) and severe declines in many extant species (5). Over the last decades it has become increasingly clear that large animals are often important for ecosystem function and biodiversity via trophic cascades, the propagation of consumer impacts downward through food webs (6, 7). Their widespread losses have led to trophic downgrading on a global scale, with negative effects on ecosystems and biodiversity (6–8).

These observations have inspired a new ecological restoration approach that we here refer to as “trophic rewinding.” The rewinding concept was introduced in the late 20th century as a large-scale conservation strategy, focused on establishment of core wilderness areas, enhanced connectivity, and restoration of keystone species (9–11). Subsequently, rewinding has become an increasingly popular term, but with varied meanings (12, 13). We here focus on rewinding as trophic rewinding, defined as species introductions to restore top-down trophic interactions and associated trophic cascades to promote self-regulating biodiverse ecosystems. An important alternative rewinding concept is passive management without any human interference (12, 14, 15). Most or all approaches to rewinding as an ecological restoration method involve restoring natural processes to promote ecosystems that maintain biodiversity with little or no need for ongoing human management. A key development for trophic rewinding has been the proposal for “Pleistocene rewinding,” advocated to restore ecosystem function by rebuilding rich megafaunas (16–18), thereby overcoming the massive prehistoric extinctions linked to Homo sapiens’ global expansion (2, 4). The merits of this pre-Homo sapiens baseline relative to more recent ones have been much discussed (12). A key point in its favor is that rich post-Mesozoic megafaunas evolved by 40 million y ago (19) and have been characteristic of Earth’s ecosystems until the spread of Homo sapiens (20, 21).

Trophic rewinding is an ecological restoration strategy that uses species introductions to restore top-down trophic interactions and associated trophic cascades to promote self-regulating biodiverse ecosystems. Given the importance of large animals in trophic cascades and their widespread losses and resulting trophic downgrading, it often focuses on restoring functional megafaunas. Trophic rewinding is increasingly being implemented for conservation, but remains controversial. Here, we provide a synthesis of its current scientific basis, highlighting trophic cascades as the key conceptual framework, discussing the main lessons learned from ongoing rewinding projects, systematically reviewing the current literature, and highlighting unintentional rewinding and spontaneous wildlife comebacks as undersued sources of information. Together, these lines of evidence show that trophic cascades may be restored via species reintroductions and ecological replacements. It is clear, however, that megafauna effects may be affected by poorly understood trophic complexity effects and interactions with landscape settings, human activities, and other factors. Unfortunately, empirical research on trophic rewinding is still rare, fragmented, and geographically biased, with the literature dominated by essays and opinion pieces. We highlight the need for applied programs to include hypothesis testing and science-based monitoring, and outline priorities for future research, notably assessing the role of trophic complexity, interplay with landscape settings, land use, and climate change, as well as developing the global scope for rewinding and tools to optimize benefits and reduce human–wildlife conflicts. Finally, we recommend developing a decision framework for species selection, building on functional and phylogenetic information and with attention to the potential contribution from synthetic biology.
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Hence, most extant species have evolved in megafauna-rich ecosystems and should be adapted to such conditions (22, 23). A further controversial aspect is the proposed use of nonnative species as ecological replacements for globally extinct species (24, 25). However, this also exemplifies that letting pre-\textit{Homo sapiens} conditions guide rewilding can be done pragmatically. Indeed, it is not only discussed and applied in relation to wild lands, but also human-occupied landscapes (13, 25, 26), aiming to increase the ability of ecosystems to maintain biodiversity with minimal management, but recognizing that some interference may be needed.

We here provide an overview of the scientific basis for trophic rewilding, discussing theory and practical lessons, providing a systematic review of the international scientific literature, and highlighting underused sources of information. We then outline research priorities and finally discuss how to select species for rewilding introductions.

**Current Scientific Basis for Trophic Rewilding**

**Trophic Cascades.** Trophic cascades offer a key theoretical framework for trophic rewilding. An increasing body of literature documents the existence of trophic cascades, where apex consumers shape ecosystems via effects on prey and other resources, as well as competitors, and their multidirectional propagation through food webs (6, 27). These apex consumers are often large-bodied carnivores and herbivores. Trophic cascades have been truncated by humans, with strong effects on ecosystems and often negative consequences for biodiversity (6, 7). Trophic rewilding attempts to remedy this by restoring the missing top-down–mediated processes. We note that these need not all be strictly trophic, but also include associated processes (e.g., nonfeeding related disturbances, such as wallows) (28).

Since the expansion of \textit{Homo sapiens} across the world, megafaunas have undergone progressive simplification (2, 4), a process that is still ongoing (5). This loss has had two, sometimes overlapping phases: (i) severe late Pleistocene and early Holocene losses of a broad range of megafauna, often leading to complete loss of herbivores \( \geq 1,000 \text{ kg} \) (2, 4); (ii) continuing range contractions in remaining continental megafauna from the mid-Holocene onwards (29–31), including further rare global extinctions (32). On islands, the first phase often occurred in the mid- or late Holocene (3). These losses have had strong ecosystem effects, notably via trophic cascades. The initial extinctions affected vegetation, fire regimes, biogeochemical cycling, and possibly even climate (33–36), and are linked to losses among dependent species, such as scavenging birds and dung beetles (37–40). Later and current megafauna losses have also had strong ecological impacts via, for example, abundance increases in medium-sized herbivores (41), mesopredator release (7), and disperser losses (42). Although defaunation proceeds in most places (5), some regions are recovering: for example, Europe (43, 44).

Large carnivores and herbivores play important roles in trophic cascades. Although now rare because of persecution, large carnivores were ubiquitous until recently (6, 7). Large carnivores may control the density and behavior of herbivores and mesopredators (7). For example, wolves limit densities of nonmigratory deer and may do so even more strongly when co-occurring with other large predators (45). Herbivores weighing \( \geq 1,000 \text{ kg} \) (megaherbivores) are thought to be largely immune to adult predation and limited by resources (46, 47). They can have strong vegetation and ecosystem impacts because of their abundance and sheer size (28, 46). Formely cosmopolitan, they are now limited to parts of Africa and Asia (Fig. 1). It is possible that predation on their juveniles may have provided greater regulation of their abundances during the Pleistocene (48), although stable isotope evidence suggests that megaherbivores rarely formed a major part of Pleistocene carnivore diets (49, 50). Intermediate-size (100–999 kg) herbivores are also not always top-down–regulated. For example, in some African savanna ecosystems large herbivores \( \geq 150 \text{ kg} \) experience only limited predation and are largely bottom-up regulated (47). More generally, herd-forming migratory ungulates often escape predation regulation (47, 51). Irrespective of top-down or bottom-up regulation, large herbivores can have pervasive ecosystem effects, impacting primary production, nutrient cycling, disturbance regimes, habitat heterogeneity, and seed dispersal (28, 42, 52, 53).

Pre-extinction megafaunas in large parts of the world were as species-rich as any extant megafauna, with multiple species of megaherbivores and high diversities of intermediate-size herbivores and large carnivores (Fig. 1). The exact functioning of trophic cascades in these ecosystems is uncertain (54), although intact current African.

**Fig. 1.** Current and estimated present-natural diversity patterns for (A and B) megaherbivores \( \geq 1,000 \text{ kg} \), (C and D) large herbivores (45–999 kg), and (E and F) large carnivores \( \geq 21.5 \text{ kg} \). The term “present-natural” refers to the state that a phenomenon would be in today in the complete absence of human influence through time (111). For this mapping, omnivores were classified as carnivores when meat constitutes a major part of their diet and as herbivores otherwise.
Controversy exists over the exact role of wolves in these dynamics (59), but similar effects are reported elsewhere in North America (61, 62) and Europe (63). Other experiments have focused on large herbivores. The 56-km² Oostvaardersplassen experiment at a time when closed woodland was assumed to be the naturally dominant vegetation in much of Europe. In 1983, feral populations of primitive cattle and horse breeds were introduced as proxies for their extirpated wild ancestors, along with red deer (Cervus elaphus), with a major—successfully achieved—aim being maintaining grasslands in drier parts as feeding habitats for greylag geese (Anser anser) (64). The geese are themselves important for local bird diversity, because during molting they withdraw to the marshy parts, grazing reed beds and creating a mosaic of shallow water and vegetation that facilitates many other species (64). Largely regulated by food availability, the herbivores have strongly reduced the predominantly nonthorny woody vegetation (64–66). In time a dynamic tree–grassland mosaic might establish if grazing refuges develop (65) (e.g., via temporary declines in herbivore abundance and thorn scrub establishment (66)). In Siberia, bison and other herbivores have been reintroduced to a site, with the goal of restoring grazing-dependent mammal–steppe vegetation (67). Results to date indicate a shift from shrub- to grass-dominance in experimental enclosures (68). In recent years, many more trophic rewilding projects are being implemented (Fig. 2). Notably, introduction of nonnative large tortoises as replacements for extinct species is being tested on several oceanic islands (25). These constitute functional megaherbivore reintroductions, as tortoises were the largest native vertebrates on many islands (69). Several studies have documented their successful establishment (70) and found them to improve dispersal and recruitment in endemic trees (71) and suppress invasive plants (72).

State of Literature Focused on Trophic Rewilding. To further assess the state of trophic rewilding science, we carried out a systematic review of the international scientific literature, identifying 91 rewilding-focused publications (Methods). Despite an ongoing increase in publications (Fig. 3A), empirical studies are few whereas essays and opinion pieces predominate (Fig. 3B and SI Appendix, Table S1). There is strong geographic bias in the literature and the featured projects, with most focusing on North America, Europe, and oceanic islands (Fig. 3D and SI Appendix, Tables S1 and S2). A majority were positive to reintroduction of species extirpated regionally in the last 5,000 y (Fig. 3C). Support for reintroducing species extirpated >5,000 y ago or introducing ecological replacements for extinct species was weaker (Fig. 3C). Large carnivorous and herbivorous mammals, as well as reptiles (tortoises), are the focus of the current literature (Fig. 4A and SI Appendix, Table S3), reflecting the importance attributed to them in generating trophic cascades and, for tortoises, also ease of implementation (25). Furthermore, most cases concern reintroduction of species regionally or locally extirpated (Fig. 4B), likely reflecting their greater acceptance. Still, a substantial proportion concerns introduction of ecological replacements (Fig. 4B), mostly substituting species extirpated <5,000 y ago (SI Appendix, Table S3), illustrating attention to rewilding with large tortoises on islands.

Among the empirical studies, many cover the most studied island rewilding experiments to date, the introduction of exotic tortoises (Astrochelys radiata, Aldabrachelys gigantea) on small islands near Mauritius as replacements for extinct giant tortoises (Cylindraspis) (e.g., refs. 25, 70–72), and giant tortoise (Chelonia spp.) translocations within the Galapagos Islands (e.g., ref. 73). These studies document that large and giant tortoises are low-risk, high-impact rewilding candidates that provide key ecological functions as dispersers of large seeds, herbivores, and disturbance agents. These factors and the initial successes have led to proposals for tortoise rewilding efforts on other islands (25). An important point comes from a >30-y reintroduction project for a Galapagos tortoise (Chelonoidis hoodensis) to Española Island, showing successful population establishment but limited ecosystem recovery because of self-reinforcing past anthropogenic vegetation changes (74). The authors conclude that functional reinstatement of ecosystem engineers may necessitate large-scale habitat restoration efforts jointly with population restoration (74). The nontortoise empirical studies cover a broad range of topics, such as climatic suitability, biodiversity impacts, and public acceptance, but are too few and scattered in focus to allow generalization (SI Appendix, Table S1).

Insights from Unintentional Trophic Rewilding. Building on Wilder et al. (75), we define unintentional trophic rewilding as introduction of a species or functional type of relevancy for restoring trophic cascades done without knowledge that it was once...
Native. Large-scale examples include the reintroduction of equids (Equus spp.) to the New World (75, 76), fallow deer (Dama dama) across Europe (76), muskox (Ovibos moschatus) across the Eurasian and North American arctic (76, 77), and certain introduced birds in New Zealand (78). Unintentional rewilding offers an underexploited research opportunity, often on larger spatiotemporal scales than possible with experiments. North American feral horses constitute one of the best-studied cases. Local effects on vegetation and wildlife have been documented (79, 80), but our current understanding on how feral horses influence ecosystems nevertheless remains limited [e.g., in terms of geographic variability, scale dependency, and predation effects (81)]. Studies of introduced species generally also have potential to inform rewilding; for example, as seen in a recent study comparing native and introduced ungulates (40) geographical focus.

Insights from Wildlife Comebacks. Another underexploited source of information comes from spontaneous wildlife comebacks. After millennia of declines (2, 3), large mammals are making a comeback in Europe and North America, with legal protection, targeted species conservation, supportive public opinion, and land abandonment as drivers (e.g., 43, 44). It is important to assess the impacts. For example, are the recoveries of apex predators sufficient to restore trophic cascades in human-dominated landscapes? Outside large reserves, human impacts could limit their ecological role (85). However, there are examples of restored trophic cascades in such landscapes (43). The recovery of large herbivore populations has been even more pronounced than carnivores and often has strong ecological effects. Deer have expanded dramatically in many areas and can suppress tree regeneration as well as affect plant and animal diversity (41, 86), and not always negatively (41, 87). Again, human activities are likely to influence these effects.

Priorities for Research on Trophic Rewilding

There is a clear need for developing a larger, more systematic research program to develop the scientific basis for trophic rewilding, with trophic cascades as a key framework (6, 27). A difficulty is that to assess its role as a large-scale restoration tool, large experimental areas are needed (cf. ref. 88). If ecological research received a level of funding comparable to that of space research, it would be easy to conduct strong factorial-design experiments in replicated 100- to 1,000-km² enclosures to rigorously test key issues. Pragmatically, an increasing number of rewilding programs are being implemented (Fig. 2), providing important opportunities if designed to allow scientific assessment of their effects and with a monitoring program to follow their dynamics (e.g., ref. 89). It is important that assessments provide broad coverage of biodiversity and ecosystem processes: for example, also more rarely assessed species-rich groups, such as insects and fungi. In the following, we discuss key priorities for rewilding research.

Global Scope. The potential ecological impact of trophic rewilding should increase with the degree to which megafaunas have been impoverished. We provide a global estimate of such deficits (Fig. 1) by comparing the current species richness for three key terrestrial megafauna functional groups with their estimated species richness given the present climate, but in the absence of Late Pleistocene and Holocene extinctions and extirpations: megaherbivores (≥1,000 kg body mass), large herbivores (45–999 kg), and large carnivores (≥21.5 kg), corresponding to the size where predators switch from small to large prey (90). Megaherbivores are absent from most areas today, except in increasingly small parts of Southeast Asia and Africa. However, most continental areas had megaherbivore richness comparable to or higher than those currently seen in Africa and Asia (Fig. 1). Because proboscideans were members of this guild in all regions except Australia, extant elephant species are relevant to consider as ecological replacements in most areas (16, 18, 91). Major diversity deficits are also widespread for large carnivores and large herbivores, although most areas still have some representatives (Fig. 1). The strongly reduced diversities in all three groups in most regions suggest a global relevancy of trophic rewilding, and a need for overcoming the strong geographic research biases.

Trophic Complexity. The complexity of restored trophic networks is likely highly important (55), but not well understood in the context of rewilding; that is, how do simple pair-wise systems, such as a wolf-red deer, differ from complex networks involving multiple carnivores and a broad range of herbivores, some partially immune to predation (6, 45, 47)? Importantly, outside Africa and Asia no experiment has yet assessed the effects of restoring full Pleistocene-like...
Trophic rewilding projects range from small fenced biotopes to large landscapes and are situated in a variety of environmental gradients, and disturbance, as well as societal circumstances—may be highly important for the ecology of mega-herbivore-rich ecosystems (e.g., refs. 47 and 92), research needs to address how this restoration approach can best be implemented in different landscape settings. One important issue is how constraints on animal movement (e.g., seasonal migration), such as fences, will affect its ecological effects, and how these constraints can be overcome if needed (93). Although fences sometimes have negative effects [e.g., limiting the ability of large herbivores to disperse seeds across landscapes (cf. ref. 94)], they may also have positive effects, by excluding negative anthropogenic effects (93). More generally, it needs to be addressed how trophic rewilding integrated with other conservation approaches (92) may be best implemented to promote biodiverse ecosystems that are as self-regulating as possible within the constraints of limited space and human needs in urban or agricultural areas. Whether a land-sparing or land-sharing approach should be adopted to achieve these goals remains an open question (95, 96), although some land sparing seems essential (96). Related to this, there is a need to assess how rewilding will impact ecosystem services. Agricultural land is a dominant land use over much of Earth’s terrestrial surface (97) and returning it to wild land will likely decrease the provision of food but restore other services, particularly regulating and cultural services (98). Understanding the balance of such costs and benefits and the factors determining them will be important for guiding policies on rewilding. Finally, in landscapes dominated by nonanalog novel ecosystems (99), it may also be relevant to consider rewilding introductions to establish novel trophic cascades to promote self-regulating biodiverse ecosystems (100). Such a radical approach would clearly require a solid scientific base.

Management Targets and Tools. Many trophic rewilding projects most logically should be implemented as open-ended conservation projects, acknowledging the limits of our knowledge and unavoidable future changes, for example, in climate (89). Nevertheless, direct management decisions will continue to play an important role in many cases because of societal requirements or spatial constraints. Hence, research on functional rewilding targets is needed (e.g., ref. 35), preferably combining paleoecological and historical evidence with experimental studies. Although trophic rewilding may benefit natural ecosystems and recreational values, it may also cause human–wildlife conflicts: for example, damages to crops and livestock. There is a need to collect empirical evidence for effectiveness and consequences of tools—such as culling, targeted feeding, and fencing—to maximize benefits and reduce costs (93, 101, 102).

Climate Change. Strong changes in climate are expected for the next 100 y and beyond, and are already now driving shifts in species ranges and ecosystem changes (103). These dynamics will impact all conservation management, including trophic rewilding. It will be important to assess how climate changes may affect the outcome of rewilding efforts, for example altering the suitability of a given locality for a candidate species. Trophic rewilding has the potential to help mitigate negative effects of climate change. Free-ranging large herbivores will increase seed-dispersal distances for many plants (94), increasing their ability to track climate. Trophic cascades established by rewilding may also sometimes halt detrimental ecosystem changes. Reindeer (Rangifer tarandus) and muskoxen (Ovibos moschatus) can limit shrub expansion in tundras, reducing negative effects on herbaceous plants (104). It is even hypothesized that restoration of Pleistocene-like megafaunas in the Arctic may re-establish grasslands, slow permafrost thawing, and increase albedo, reducing warming (68). However, it is also plausible that megafauna restoration in some cases may trade-off against climate change mitigation, decreasing carbon sequestration (105) and increasing methane emissions (33). There is a strong need for research to further our understanding of these issues.

Species Selection for Trophic Rewilding Systematic Framework. Introducing a species into an ecosystem to restore a process inherently involves uncertainty. Therefore, a science-based decision framework that allows practitioners to systematically evaluate potential costs and benefits of a given rewilding introduction would be of high utility. Existing guidelines for conservation translocations are an appropriate starting point, providing best practices on aspects, such as monitoring, feasibility assessment, and release strategies (106). However, guidelines for the key aspect of species selection for rewilding are lacking.

A systematic framework should consider three aspects: (i) Match between the ecology of the candidate species and the focal functions to be restored, with functional traits as an important source of information. (ii) Phylogenetic relatedness, to restore the evolutionary potential of a lineage but also to capture subtle functional aspects. Still, there may be relevant ecological replacements even when no closely related species is available (100, 107). (iii) Suitability of the present and

---

**Fig. 4.** Characteristics of species mentioned for rewilding introductions in international scientific publications focused on trophic rewilding (n = 91) (see Methods for further details on the systematic review). (A) Organism group and body mass. (B) Introduction geography (range-restricted species extirpated locally, but still extend within the focal zoogeographic region, with reduced range), species extirpated <5,000 y ago (species completely extirpated within the last 5,000 y, but still extend elsewhere), species extinct >5,000 y ago (species completely extirpated from the focal region more than 5,000 y ago, but still extend elsewhere), ecological replacement for a globally extinct species, novel function (introduction to achieve novel ecological function without a past analog), and body mass.
forecasted future climate, ecosystem, and societal circumstances to accommodate the candidate species (108). This would include evaluating conservation and societal benefits and risks.

Integrating Synthetic Biology and Rewilding. Although trophic rewilding has focused on reintroducing regionally extirped species or ecological replacements for extinct species, an alternative approach that leverages synthetic biology (109, 110) is emerging. It appears likely that it will become possible to engineer organisms to resemble extinct species genetically, phenotypically, or functionally (108, 110). It therefore makes sense to begin integrating the discipline with trophic rewilding (110). Synthetic biology could become a powerful component of trophic rewilding by overcoming limits to what can be achieved with extant species, as a substantial proportion of extinct species have no close substitutes: for example, megaherbivores capable of tolerating boreal and arctic climates. Hence, a framework for integrating synthetic biology and trophic rewilding science is needed to evaluate risks and benefits (108).

Outlook
We believe trophic rewilding has strong scope for ecological restoration in the Anthropocene, to remedy defaunation and restore trophic cascades that promote self-regulating biodiversity ecosystems. Notably, it is clear that it can have strong ecological effects and has worldwide relevancy (6). Dense human populations provide an obvious challenge, but successful trophic rewilding projects and spontaneous large-animal comebacks in densely populated regions (26, 43, 44) illustrate its potential as well as its reconsilciatory approach (95). There is a strong need to develop a broad empirical research agenda, as empirical studies are rare. Ideally such research should include large-scale replicated experiments to allow rigorous hypothesis testing. However, applied rewilding projects should also whenever possible be designed with hypothesis testing in mind and include science-based monitoring to allow assessment of their effects. Trophic cascades provide a key theoretical framework for trophic rewilding, but a better, predictive understanding of how they function in megafauna-rich ecosystems with high trophic complexity is needed. Other key issues concern their interplay with landscape settings, societal priorities, human activities, as well as climate change. Finally, we see much potential in integrating trophic rewilding with related approaches, notably passive rewilding (spontaneous ecological dynamics without management) (12, 14, 15), biotic rewilding (restoration of natural physical processes, e.g., river dynamics), and open-ended management (89).

Methods
We compared current mammal distributions following the International Union for Conservation of Nature with estimated present-natural distributions. The term “present-natural” refers to the state that a phenomenon would be in today in the complete absence of human influence through time (111). Present-natural distributions were estimated for all mammal species with occurrence records from within the last 130,000 y following a recently revised taxonomy (112), as the far majority of extinctions in this period can be linked to Homo sapiens’ global expansion (2–4). A full description of the estimated ranges can be found in Faury and Svenning (113). For extant species, these were based on historical range estimates when available or alternatively on a combination of historic knowledge and climate. For prehistoric extinct species, ranges were generally based on a co-occurrence approach, assuming that they would have responded to the late-Quaternary climatic changes similarly to the species with which they used to co-occur. Hence, we estimated their present-natural distributions based on those of the extant species with which they co-occurred. To evaluate this approach, we compared the range of 39 extant species in North America estimated with this approach to their historical (pre-Columbus) distributions. The correlation between present-natural and historic diversity $\rho = 0.856$ was higher than between historic and current diversity $\rho = 0.762$ (113). The resulting megafauna diversity patterns are broadly concordant with earlier studies (114).
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